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Step 1—Setting up the document 

I selected New under the File tab and proceeded to enter the dimensions 10mm larger than specified by a 

professional magazine advertisement company; 210mm x 297mm, 300 pixels per inch. This meant there was 

room to include the bleed lines.  
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I then used the specified dimensions to draw the safety, trim and bleed lines, to ensure my advert was profes-

sionally viable. To do this I formed 3 rectangles with a 0% opacity, leaving no fill, then added a coloured stroke 

by double clicking on each layer.  
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Step 2—Transferring the logo 

Next, I duplicated the logo layer into the advert document by right clicking and selecting ‘duplicate’. 
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With the logo on the page, I added a temporary background colour using a rectangle in order to make visible 

the white logo, as I needed it to be. 
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I then rescaled the logo using CTRL-T, entering Free Transform mode, and dragging the corners of the logo, 

holding shift to maintain the proportions. At this point I also spread the letters out using the Marque tool then 

Nudging using the arrow keys, and then added the dot to separate the words. 
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Step 3—Creating a cuboid 

To form 3D shapes, I stared by drawing a rectangle. 
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I then entered Free Transform, then right clicked and selected Skew, allowing me to create a parallelogram. 
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To skew the shape, I dragged the corner nodes, circled, until my desired angle was achieved. 
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I then repeated this process with 2 more rectangle, aligning and  angling (using Skew) and colouring (by dou-

ble-clicking on the colour box, circled) to form the illusion of shadow and thus, a cuboid. 
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Next, I zoomed back out and rescaled the shape by selecting all the layers simultaneously (Hold Shift and click) 

then entering Free Transform. 
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Step 4—Creating a cylinder 

To start, I drew a circle, changing the Fill to 0% and double clicked to add a stroke (outline). 
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I then duplicated the circle to form the opposite end and joined then using lines of the same pt. Shown above 

is the selection of ‘Rasterise Layer’ when right clicking on the layers, merging then and turning it into just pix-

els, against transformable shapes. 
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To make a half circle, I moved the circle and used the Marque Tool to select half, which I proceeded to delete.  
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This was the result upon moving the half circle into place. After this, I then entered  Free Transform and rotat-

ed it to make it seem on an angle. 
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Step 4—Creating a hollow cuboid 

A similar process to the cylinder was used to create the hollow cuboid shown above. 
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Step 5—Creating a pyramid 

To begin with this shape, I drew a triangle by selecting the Polygon Tool and imputing 3 sided. Once formed I 

Skewed the shape to put it on a angle. 
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I then added an adjacent triangle, skewing it to make the object appear 3D.  
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Shade was then added to one side of the shape by darkening said side.  
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This process was then repeated to form a pyramid with 3 sides showing, colouring each side accordingly. 
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Step 6—Creating a hollow pyramid 

To do this I used the Line Tool to draw a series of sides to the pyramid. 
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Step 7—Adding the background 

By this stage, the back of the digipak, the concept in which would form the basis to the advert, was nearing 

completion. Hence, I duplicated the image of the sand dunes into the advert document. 
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As the image was too small for the magazine size document, so I redubbed the original image in that was un-

cropped. Then, I selected the sand dunes using the Quick Selection Tool. 
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Once selected, I refined the edge; shifting it out slightly and feathering to ensure the layer blends seamlessly 

with the sky. Next, I copied/pasted onto a new layer so the sand dunes could be adjusted independently. To 

create a mask, limiting the area the adjustment applies to, I selected the layer using Quick Selection, then 

Click Pixel Mask, then proceeded to adjust the levels etcetera.  
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This was the background after adjustment.  
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Step 8—Inserting the hand and text 

First, I duplicated the layer from the digipak cover into the advert document. 
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Once here, I had to extend the length of the arm by using the Smudge Tool on 100% hardness and 30% 

strength, dragging the pixels down. 
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I then Dodged the arm to give the illusion that the arm was catching the sun. After, I made visible the logo I 

positioned at the very start. 
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Next, I transferred the ‘Pepperman’ album name over from the digipak front and added the date of the 

digipaks release, after researching (shown below). 

After reading the information on www.thebalance.com, I concluded mid-late September would be the prime 

time to release an album, targeting my young audience in the UK (reasons seen opposite). 
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Step 9—Formatting the text 

To change the text style, I highlighted the text and pressed CTRL-T, bringing up the pop-up circled. In this case 

I increased the distance between the numbers to make it appear more spacious (the box shown is highlighted 

in blue above). 
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I then added an inner shadow by double-clinking on the layer, followed by double-clicking on ‘Inner Shadow’ 

to adjust the distance, choke and size. 
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Step 10—Removing a grouping 

To begin to remove the aspects of the digipak back that were unneeded on the advert, such as the barcode, I 

right-clicked and selected delete on the group named ‘back’. Then I selected ‘Group Only’ on the popup 

above, removing the folder, but non of its contents. Next, I proceeded to delete the unneeded groups and 

layers.  
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The advert so far:  
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Step 11—Adding the shapes 

To ensure the digipak and advert were consistent, I recycled the shapes used on the back. The above shows 

the shapes after moving and transforming (e.g. rescaling and flipping horizontally) the shapes. 
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At this point I also added some new shapes wherever they were required, here is a hollow pyramid drawn 

using the line tool.  
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Step 12—Adding the TU logo 

By convention, magazine adverts contain the music labels logo. Hence, I duplicated the logo from the digipak 

back, shown above. 
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I also experimented with adding the bands web address, the duplication from the digipak shown above. 
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I then rescaled the logo and web address and positioned them just inside the safety lines, circled above. 
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Next, I experimented with the position of the logo, switching the sides of the cuboid and TU, which worked 

better as it was more consistent with the digipak. It was at this point I also decided to remove the web ad-

dress because, many adverts do not include it, and I felt it cluttered the page unnecessarily. 
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To ensure the TU is suitably visible on the background, I created a new layer and painted, using a low opacity, 

low hardness and large brush size, to faintly darken the picture in the corner. 
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Step 13—Adding a rating  

Conventionally, album adverts will feature a rating, in terms of stars, from a well known critic, for instance, 

music magazines. To do this, I selected the Polygon Tool, selected the ‘Star’ box (circled) and entered 5 sides.  
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I then formed one star, duplicating it 3 times, and positioning them using the arrow keys (to ensure they re-

main inline) as shown. 
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Next,  I created the text “- NME” indicating the 4 star review came from here, as done by convention.  
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Then I entered free transform (CTRL-T) and rescaled so the writing was the same height as the stars.  
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A drop shadow was then added by holding ALT and dragging the drop shadow from the Pepperman text, cop-

ying the exact shadow formatting.  
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This is the result after repositioning the text, ensuring they are central. This is done by selecting all the groups 

and the background (holding Shift and clicking) then choosing align centre (circled). 
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After some deliberation, I move the rating down to near the logo as I felt the page was becoming too crowded 

at the top, and the colour combination was not working here.  
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Step 14—Adding a layer style to the logo 

To copy the layer style from the rating to the logo, I held ALT and dragged the drop shadow from one layer, 

duplicating the effect.  
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Step 15—Adding a border 

To hide all of the content outside the bleed line, without deleting in case it needs to be adjusted, I drew a 

rectangle of the correct size. Then I changed its fill to 0%, then added a white stroke, on the outside, and gave 

it a wide pt., filling in the gap between the bleed line and the edge of the document. 
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Step 16—Adjusting the text 

After studying some additional magazine adverts, I concluded my band title and album name were not large 

enough—they did not attract enough of the audiences attention. To solve this, I had to move the letters of 

Circa Sounds closer together, to allow me to make it larger, then rescale the group as a whole.  
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Step 17—Lightening the sky 

The final step in bringing the advert to life was lightening the sky around the hand. To do this I created a new 

layer, go a low hardness/opacity large pain brush, and feathered the white onto the background. 
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Magazine Advertisement—Final Version 
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